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ABSTRACT
A compact open le format for labeled transition systems, which are commonly used in specication and
verication of concurrent systems, is introduced. This combination of openness, both in specication and
implementation, and compactness is unprecedented, since existing formats in this eld are either not compact,
yielding les too large to be easily handled, or proprietary, hampering the development of ecient tools.
Therefore, the development of this svc format was initiated to facilitate the development of state-of-the-art
tools for the analysis of concurrent systems and communication protocols.
The svc format is specied by its binary layout and the underlying compression scheme, based on Lempel-
Ziv and dynamic Human encoding. Also, an application programming interface is dened. The compression
scheme is compared with existing algorithms.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classication: 68N30 Specication and verication; 68P30 Coding and information
theory
1998 ACM Computing Classication System: D.2.1 Requirements/Specications; D.2.4 Program verication;
E.4 Coding and information theory
Keywords and Phrases: labelled transition systems, le format, compression
Note: The research reported here is part of the Systems Validation Centre (SVC)
1. Introduction
The most influential approach in the eld of automated analysis of concurrent system is model checking
[3], which consists of generating a Kripke model of the system and checking whether the model satises
the logical formulae that denote the desired properties. The bottleneck here is the generation of the
model, which typically contains millions of states and transitions between these and takes up several
gigabytes of disk space. For instance, the instantiator tool from the crl tool set [9] typically
generates les of several gigabytes in days. The current study targets the ecient storage of these
models, or labeled transition systems as these will be referred to.
The importance of a compact le format has been recognised before: the Csar/Aldebaran tool
set [4] incorporates the bcg format (Binary Coded Graphs) which oers an ecient implementation of
an extremely compact le format. The bcg format, however, has two major flaws: 1) its specication
and implementation are not public; 2) it is limited to states being labelled by natural numbers. If it
were not for the rst flaw, it might be feasible to tackle the second by improving on the existing bcg
format, possibly ensuring downward compatibility in the sense that new software may read old les,
but as it is, bcg is a black box that is only fully understood by its creators.
The current document proposes a new le format for the compact representation of transition
systems that improves on the bcg format at exactly these two points. The new le format, dubbed
svc after the Systems Validation Centre Project1 which supported its development, is open in its
specication and implementation, and it allows states being labeled by arbitrary terms2.
1The Systems Validations Centre is a cooperative eort of the Centre for Telematics and Information Technology of
the Twente University, CWI and the Telematics Institute
2This report describes svc version 1.2
2This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the le format. Section 3
species the le format and the algorithm used to compress svc les. Section 4 compares the svc
format with existing compression schemes and Section 5 outlines future research. The svc application
programming interface is given in Appendix I.
2. Overview
A labeled transition system is basically a directed graph, of which the nodes are called states and the
directed edges are transitions. One of the states is designated initial. Edges are labeled by actions,
which denote the action that brings the system from one state into another. Although this simple
notion of labeled transition systems covers the vast majority of existing applications, two trends
are worth to be anticipated. First, classical applications of labeled transition systems, for instance
process algebra [5], focus on the actions that can be executed in a state; more recent applications
shift focus from system behaviour to the internals of the system, in terms of program variables,
stacks and program counters. Second, recent variants of the concept rely on additional parameters
being dened for transitions. An example is formed by stochastic systems, which associate with
each transition the  parameter from an exponential distribution. Although the vast majority of
algorithms and implementations currently available still adheres to the classical action-based view on
labeled transition systems, these trends are anticipated by allowing states to contain information and
transitions to have a parameter.
A labeled transition system as stored in an svc le consists of states and transitions, each of which
connects one state to another and has an action and a parameter associated with it. States, actions
and parameters are all represented by terms as dened in [2], that is, ‘classical terms’ like f(a; g(b; c)),
strings like "monkeys and bananas", integers and real numbers, and lists of these, like [ "one", 2,
add(2; 1) ].
Apart from the actual labeled transition system there is meta information about this system, such as
the numbers of states, transitions and actions, the program that created it and comments. Some of this
meta information is essentially read-only, for instance the number of states, while other information
can also be written by the user. This meta information is stored in the header of an svc le:
 comments { description of the le content
 creator { the program that created the le
 date { le creation date (read-only)
 le name{ le name (read-only)
 type { transition system type
 version { le version
 # labels { number of distinct action labels (read-only)
 # states { number of distinct states (read-only)
 # parameters{ number of distinct transition parameters (read-only)
 # transitions{ number of transitions (read-only)
Finally, future changes in the denition of the le format are anticipated by a simple mechanism for
version control: any implementation is able to check whether it will be able to read a given svc le
or not, by checking the format version number of the le. Finally, an svc le contains a CRC32 [14]
checksum, making it possible to check its integrity.
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3. The file layout
Svc is a binary format, that can be considered as a large data structure which is hierarchically
composed from, at its lowest level, atomic data types. The svc data structures are (de)composed by
the application programming interface, that will be presented in Appendix I, while the (de)composition
of the atomic data types is left to the user of this interface.
3.1 The atomic data types
The atomic data types are strings, integers and terms. The latter is dened in the style of Annoted
Terms (ATerms [2]), to include function applications, strings, numbers and lists. Each of these comes
in two flavours: compressed and uncompressed.
These data types are specied in terms of bits and bytes, as specied in the following BNF syntax.
In this syntax, representations of ascii characters are denoted by the character they represent in single
quotes. As only printable characters are used, the most signicant bit is dropped so that characters
are stored in seven bits.
Integers are represented by at most four bytes, big endian, preceded by one sign bit and two length
bits (see Figure 1). The number 0 is represented by \1 00 00000000". The bit sequence \0 00 00000000"
is a special marker for \the illegal integer", which will be used as a delimiter.
hstring uncompressedi ::= hcharacteri* 0000000
hint uncompressedi ::= hbiti00hbyteij
hbiti01hbyteihbytei j
hbiti10hbyteihbyteihbytei j
hbiti11hbyteihbyteihbyteihbytei
hterm uncompressedi ::= hatermi 0000000
hatermi ::= happlicationi j hnumberi j hlisti j hstringi
happlicationi ::= hidentieri j hidentieri ‘(’ haterm-listi ‘)’
hnumberi ::= hintegeri j hreali
haterm-listi ::= hatermi (‘,’ hatermi)*
hintegeri ::= hdecimal-integeri
hreali ::= hdecimal-reali
hidentieri ::= hletteri(hletterijhdecimal-digiti)*
hdecimal-integeri ::= [hsigni] hdecimal-digiti+
hdecimal-reali ::= [hsigni] hdecimal-digiti* ‘.’ hdecimal-digiti+
hsigni ::= ‘{’ j ‘+’
hlisti ::= ‘[’ haterm-listi ’]’ j ‘["]’
hstringi ::= ‘"’ hcharacteri* ‘"’
hletteri ::= ‘A’ j ... j ‘Z’ j ‘a’ j ... j ‘z’
hdecimal-digiti ::= ‘0’ j ... j ‘9’
hint compressedi ::= hbiti+
hatermi ::= hbiti +
hstring compressedi ::= hbiti +
0
0
1
1 1
0 1
1 2 3 4
0
data byte 1 data byte 2 data byte 3
length bits
length
sign bit
data byte 4
sign
0
-
1
+
Figure 1: integer
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0
7 bits
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8 bits 15 bits
Figure 2: Lempel-Ziv token
hbiti ::= 0 j 1
hbytei ::= hbitihbitihbitihbitihbitihbitihbitihbiti
hcharacteri ::= hbitihbitihbitihbitihbitihbitihbiti
hthe invalid integeri ::= 10000000000
hthe invalid termi ::= ‘"’‘E’‘S’‘C’‘"’‘(’‘"’‘N’‘I’‘L’‘"’‘)’ 0000000
According to this syntax, compressed data is stored as arbitrary length sequences of bits. The under-
lying reason is the use of Human coding, which uses no xed code length, but assigns shorter codes
to less frequent data elements. The compression scheme will be described in Section 3.3.
3.2 data structures
An svc le consists of ve parts, the index flag, the index, the version header, the header, the body and
the trailer. The index flag species whether the transition system is limited to states being natural
numbers, or whether states can be assigned arbitrary terms. The index contains the position in bytes
of the other components and the version header contains the format version number of the le. The
specication of these two components will remain unchanged to guarantee that any implementation
of any future revision of the svc format is able to check for any le in any version of the svc format
whether it can read this le. The header contains the meta information on the le, the body contains
the transitions, terminated by a special marker and the trailer contains the CRC32 checksum.
hsvclei ::= hsvcle indexedi j hsvcle non-indexedi
hsvcle indexedi ::= 1hindexihversion headerihbody indexedihheaderihtraileri
hsvcle non-indexedi ::= 0hindexihversion headerihbody non-indexedihheaderihtraileri
hindexi ::= hheader positionihbody positionihtrailer positionihversion positioni
hheader positioni ::= hint uncompressedi
hbody positioni ::= hint uncompressedi
htrailer positioni ::= hint uncompressedi
hversion positioni ::= hint uncompressedi
hbody indexedi ::= htransition indexedi* hend of body indexedi
hbody non-indexedi ::= htransition non-indexedi* hend of nody non-indexedi
hend of body non-indexedi::= hthe invalid termi
hend of body indexedi ::= hthe invalid integeri
htransition indexedi ::= hstate indexedihlabelihstate indexedihparameteri
htransition non-indexedi::= hstate non-indexedihlabelihstate non-indexedihparameteri
hstate indexedi ::= hinteger compressedi
hstate non-indexedi ::= hterm compressedi
hlabeli ::= hterm compressedi
hparameteri ::= hterm compressedi
hheaderi ::= hlenamei
hcreation datei
hle versioni
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hle subtypei
hle creatori
hnumber of statesi
hnumber of transitionsi
hnumber of labelsi
hnumber of parametersi
hinitial statei
hcommentsi
hlenamei ::= hstring uncompressedi
hcreation datei ::= hstring uncompressedi
hle versioni ::= hstring uncompressedi
hle subtypei ::= hstring uncompressedi
hle creatori ::= hstring uncompressedi
hnumber of statesi ::= hinteger uncompressedi
hnumber of transitionsi ::= hinteger uncompressedi
hnumber of labelsi ::= hinteger uncompressedi
hnumber of parametersi ::= hinteger uncompressedi
hinitial statei ::= hstring uncompressedi
hcommentsi ::= hstring uncompressedi
htraileri ::= hint uncompressedi
3.3 Compression scheme
The compression scheme used in svc les is based on a number of assumptions:
1. There is good deal of overlapping among state labels, in the sense that substrings found in one
label are likely to occur in other labels
2. There is a good deal of overlapping among actions
3. There is a good deal of overlapping among transition parameters
4. There is a good deal of regularity in the occurring of integer state labels in the sequence of
transitions
5. Some action labels occur more often than others
Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 suggest the use of a dictionary-based compression scheme, where strings are
compressed by representing these by a reference into a dictionary. Assumption 4 and 5 suggest the
use of a statistical method, where strings with a high frequency of occurrence are assigned shorter
codes than strings with a low frequency. The svc compression scheme is a combination of both.
Terms are compressed by a combination of dynamic Human encoding [11] and a Lempel-Ziv variant
based on LZSS [15]. That is, each rst occurrence of a substring is compressed by this LZSS variant,
preceded by an escape sequence, and assigned a code. Each other occurrence of this substring is then
represented by its code, which is subject to change according to the dynamic Human algorithm which
assures that frequent codes are shorter than less frequent ones.
The Lempel-Ziv variant is based on LZSS [15] with the one deviation that the search buer is
stored in the same circular queue as the look-ahead buer, instead of storing it in a binary search
tree. The tokens consist of one flag bit followed by 8 length bits and 15 oset bits (flag = 1) or the
7 least signicant bits of an ASCI character (flag=0) (see Figure 2). Terms are accumulated in the
look-ahead buer, making it possible to benet from similarities across terms. Also, for states, action
labels and parameters separate buers are used.
Integers are rst processed by dierencing [8] and then compressed by the same dynamic Human
algorithm that is used to compress strings.
6number of number of number of average average
transition system states transitions actions state action
1 alternating bit protocol 144 183 11 68 4
2 leader election protocol 236 584 2 263 3
3 sliding window protocol 319732 1936422 11 129 4
4 Firewire protocol 371804 641565 61 567 9
5 Splice system 505528 1403242 97 488 37
Table 1: The parameters of the labelled transition systems
The dierencing scheme is as follows. The sequence of integers to be compressed is partitioned into
two sequences, i.e. the sequence consisting of integers at odd positions and the sequence consisting of
integers at even positions. Then, each integer is replaced by the dierence with its predecessor in its
sequence.
Denition 1 Suppose n0; n1;    is a sequence of integers, then the corresponding dierential sequence
d0; d1;    is dened by:
 d0 = n0
 d1 = n1
 d2i = n2i − n2i−2
 d2i+1 = n2i+1 − n2i−1
4. Comparison with existing work
There is one le format, known to the author of the current report, that directly competes with the
svc format: the bcg format. There are other le formats for labeled transition systems, for instance
fc2 [12] and psf [13] but these do not strive for compactness, the central feature of svc. However,
it is useful to compare the svc compression scheme with other schemes, in order to assess the svc
compression rate.
The svc compression is compared with the following compression schemes:
binary ATerm format (baf) Special-purpose format for storing terms, based on maximal sharing
of subterms, i.e. each subterm is stored exactly once. The ATerm library [2] is available under
the GNU General Public License [6].
binary coded graphs (BCG) File format for labelled transition systems, with states being limited
to natural numbers. File format, compression scheme and implementation are proprietary [4]
GNU zip les (gzip) Popular general-purpose compression format, based on a combination of Lempel-
Ziv and static Human. It is available under the GNU general public license [1]. For the
comparison, gzip was used at its optimal compression, i.e. it was run with the -best flag.
Aldebaran format (aut) Text-based format, with states limited to natural numbers [4]
The transition systems used in the comparison are given in Table 1. For each system the numbers of
states, transitions and actions are given, and the average length in characters of the labels of states
and actions. These averages are calculated as follows (n is the number of transitions):
average state length =
P
s
a!t jsj+jtj
2n
average action length =
P
s
a!t jaj
n
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text gzip baf bcg svc
system KB % KB % KB % KB % KB %
1 27573 100 1531 5.55 3521 12.8 { { 1712 6.20
2 314195 100 4266 1.36 16295 5.19 { { 3616 1.15
3 523055783 100 12538168 2.40 37424146 7.15 { { 12296533 2.35
4 738596621 100 7045472 0.95 28346037 3.84 { { 6999769 0.95
5 5728503398 100 57362770 1.00 { -.{ { { 24257108 0.42
average 1398099514 100 15390441 1.10 16447500 5.21 { { 8711748 0.62
Table 2: Compression rates for non-indexed les
For each of the transition systems from Table 1 two variants were subjected to comparison. The non-
indexed variant contains the full state vectors, represented as terms, and the indexed variant reduces
each state vector to its index number. The former variant is represented in a plain text le, which is
a straightforward generalisation of the the .aut format, and the latter variant is represented by a le
in .aut format. These two formats form the base of the comparison, in the sense that compression
rates are calculated with respect to these formats; by denition, the compression rate for these base
formats is 100%. The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2 and 3. Note that bcg does not
apply to the nonindexed variant; for the largest transition system no data on baf are available, since
generating the baf le was not possible within the available memory .
The results show that for non-indexed les svc compresses slightly better than gzip while for
indexed les svc compresses slightly better than bcg. However, for indexed les svc and bcg
compress twice as good as gzip.
It must be stressed that svc, just as bcg, is more than a compression scheme: it allows transitions
to be written and compressed one by one, without having to rst generate the complete transition
system on disk or in memory and, second, to compress the complete system. The only reason for
comparing svc to baf and gzip is to assess its compression rate: the actual use of these to compress
systems would be impractical.
5. Conclusions and future work
The svc compression scheme described in this report compares favourably with existing schemes, like
gzip for non-indexed les and bcg for indexed les. It is premature to claim that svc is the better
of the three after a comparison based on ve examples; a claim like this requires a broader analysis.
However, compression rate is just one of the parameters the le format can be evaluated on.
The original motivation for taking up the development of the svc format was the need for an
open specication and implementation, rooted in the conviction that openness is the key to scientic
progress. An open le format may act as a catalyst for the further development of tools for the analysis
aut gzip baf bcg svc
system KB % KB % KB % KB % KB %
1 3008 100 868 28.9 2804 93.2 3853 128 353 11.7
2 8827 100 1641 18.6 6215 70.4 3492 39.6 715 8.10
3 44897785 100 8315124 18.5 30872097 68.7 6077961 13.5 5947667 13.2
4 17809563 100 2985805 16.8 13870681 77.9 1424226 8.00 926216 5.20
5 79257948 100 7421031 9.36 26303382 33.2 3526297 4.45 4048262 5.11
average 28395426 100 3744894 13.2 14211036 50.0 2207166 7.77 2184643 7.69
Table 3: Compression rates for indexed les
8of concurrent systems, some of which complement each other, and some of which may improve on
existing tools, possibly making them obsolete. As such, a common open format serves as a fertile
common ground on which a coherent body of tools starts to grow, evolving towards more analytical
power, broader coverage of features to be analysed and higher applicability.
The success of the svc le format can only then be claimed if it indeed proves to stimulate the fruitful
development it aims at. This is where evangelisation enters the stage. It must be demonstrated how
the svc format can be fruitfully used in the development of tools for the analysis of concurrent systems,
and how other tools can benet from interfacing with these tools. The format was incorporated in the
crl tool set, and the developers of tipptool [10] have shown interest in the development of svc,
so there is a narrow basis for the use of this le format.
Secondary work should be aimed at the implementation of the svc interface. The current prototype
implementation uses a simple Lempel-Ziv implementation, in which the look-ahead buer is searched
sequentially; more ecient algorithms are known from literature. The same holds for the dynamic
Human implementation. Also, it might be possible to rene the current compression scheme to
achieve a better compression rate.
Third and nal, it was claimed recently that bcg does facilitate data to be stored into states [7].
However, this functionality appears to be hidden at the lower levels of this le format as it is not
available via the high level programming interface available in public. Despite an urgent request, no
information on this feature has been made available. A full comparison between bcg and svc still
remains to be done.
Availability
The svc library is available from ftp://ftp.cwi.nl/pub/izak/svc. Also available from this url is
a set of tools based on the format, including converters to/from .aut format, a bisimulation reduction
tool and a confluence reduction tool. The implementation was tested on Unix (Solaris/Irix/Linux).
The library is available under the GNU General Public License [6].
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Appendix I
svc programming interface
data types
 SVCbool { enumerated type with constants SVCtrue and SVCfalse
 SVClemode { enumerated type with constants SVCread and SVCwrite
 SVCle { structure representing an SVC le
 SVCint { integer
 SVClabelIndex { integers to denote labels
 SVCparameterIndex { integers to denote transition parameters
 SVCstateIndex { integers to denote states
external variable
 extern int SVCerrno;
le access
 int SVCopen(SVCle *le, char *lename, SVClemode mode, SVCbool *indexFlag);
Open lename for access given by mode return in le the associated SVC le. For read
access, in indexFlag is returned whether the le opened is indexed, and for write access,
this parameter species whether the new le is indexed.
 int SVCclose(SVCle *le);
Close le and release all resources associated.
indices
 SVClabelIndex SVCnewLabel(SVCle *le, ATerm label, SVCbool *new);
Registrate a action label for use with le and return in new whether the action is new.
Return the index assigned, or the existing index if the label already existed.
 SVClabelIndex SVCaterm2Label(SVCle *le, ATerm term);
Return the index assigned to an action label term or -1 if this label was not registered in
le.
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 ATerm SVClabel2ATerm(SVCle *le, SVClabelIndex index );
Return the aterm that has assigned index or NULL if no such aterm exists in le.
 SVCstateIndex SVCnewState(SVCle *le, ATerm state, SVCbool *new);
 SVCstateIndex SVCaterm2State(SVCle *le, ATerm term);
 ATerm SVCstate2ATerm(SVCle *le, SVCstateIndex state);
 SVCparameterIndex SVCnewParameter(SVCle *le, ATerm parameter, SVCbool *new);
 SVCparameterIndex SVCaterm2Parameter(SVCle *le, ATerm term);
 ATerm SVCparameter2ATerm(SVCle *le, SVCparameterIndex parameter);
transitions
 int SVCgetNextTransition(SVCle *le, SVCstateIndex *from, SVClabelIndex *action,
SVCstateIndex *to, SVCparameterIndex *parameter);
Read from le the next transition and return its components in from, action, to and pa-
rameter. If the read is successful 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned.
 int SVCputTransition(SVCle *le, SVCstateIndex from, SVClabelIndex action, SVC-
stateIndex to, SVCparameterIndex parameter);
Write to le the transition with components from, action, to and parameter. If the write
is successful 0 is returned, otherwise -1 is returned.
header
 char *SVCgetComments(SVCle *le);
Return the comments from the header of le.
 int SVCsetComments(SVCle *le, char *comments);
Write comments into the header of le.
 char *SVCgetCreator(SVCle *le);
 int SVCsetCreator(SVCle *le, char *creator);
 char *SVCgetType(SVCle *le);
 int SVCsetType(SVCle *le, char *type);
 char *SVCgetVersion(SVCle *version);
 int SVCsetVersion(SVCle *le, char *version);
 char *SVCgetFilename(SVCle *le);
 char *SVCgetDate(SVCle *le);
 char *SVCgetFormatVersion(SVCle *le);
 SVCint *SVCgetNumLabels(SVCle *le);
 SVCint *SVCgetNumStates(SVCle *le);
 SVCint *SVCgetNumParameters(SVCle *le);
 SVCint *SVCgetNumTransitions(SVCle *le);
error handling
 char *SVCerror(int svcerrno);
Return the error message associated with error number svcerrno.
